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Abstract

This chapter introduces socio-technical systems thinking as a tool for the concurrent development of organizational business models and associated service offerings that deliver value provided to customers and suppliers. As organizations offer integrated products and services, interactions and relationships between customer and supplier have assumed greater importance. Traditionally, importance was placed on the customer need and requirements for a physical product. Socio-technical thinking advocates a holistic perspective of complex work systems, ensuring the consideration of both technical and social aspects of a system. Product-service systems are becoming increasingly utilized within organizations and this is illustrated through the three case studies in this chapter. The first discusses the growing trend for manufacturing organizations to move from traditional transactional business models, with a focus on the delivery of physical products, to the inclusion of service delivery. The second case study provides details on manufacturing supply networks and the associated changing business models needed to support the development of supplier capability. The third case study considers changing business models and service delivery in the emerging context of technology-intensive healthcare services in the UK. Finally, a socio-technical framework is proposed as a tool to aid in the development of business models and service delivery using these case studies as examples.
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1. Introduction

Business models are the means by which organizations generate value for customers. They are closely
tied with the organization’s product and service offerings, which act as vehicles for the delivery of value [26, 37, 43, 63]. Current thinking argues for the concurrent development of product and service offerings and the business models through which value will be realized. In this chapter, we introduce three case studies. The first, based on a recent review of UK-based manufacturing, discusses the growing trend for manufacturing to focus on service delivery in addition to the traditional focus on physical products. This is followed by a second case study that provides more detailed service perspectives on engineering design and manufacturing supply networks where changing business models (from make-to-print to design-and-make) are driving an increased focus on service delivery and supplier capability through entire supply networks. A third case study, based in the emerging telehealth sector, considers how this new business model is influencing the design and development of technology-intensive healthcare services in the UK. The chapter concludes by drawing on learning from these three case studies to support the use of socio-technical systems thinking as a tool for the concurrent development of service offerings and associated business models.

Identifying and creating something of value to the customer lies at the core of designing a new product or service [35]. This, in turn, demands an understanding of what potential users might need and want. Unlike the development of a product, the development of a service relies heavily on understanding the interactions between customers and the agents of service delivery, such as employees of both supplier and customer organizations, in order to understand customer experience and value [42]. Many theories and models of service development provide frameworks for gaining insights into what customers and/or end-users might want and need. For example, business management researchers have provided service blueprinting as a technique used to map the processes and interactions between the customer and the service, enabling the identification of value improvement areas [38]. Other techniques include role playing, whereby the role of customer and employee is acted out in a dramaturgical approach designed to highlight the complex interplays of relationships involved in the customer experience [9]. More recently, engineering researchers, whose focus lies in the transition from product to product-service system delivery, have begun to provide tools that engineers might use to understand service stakeholder needs early in product-service system development processes, for example [41, 52], which are intended to accommodate the complex technology-intensive products that are typically parts of product-service systems.

While many service development techniques center themselves on understanding end-user perspectives, with a view to improving understanding of customer value, they have different strengths. For example, blueprinting focuses on defining service processes (which are key components of engineered systems), whereas role playing focuses on the interactions between people (key components of social systems). In reality, both processes and people are just parts of the complex and interacting work systems needed to realize business models that achieve both value for the customer and sources of revenue for the supplier organization [10]. Service designers can benefit from tools and techniques that allow the holistic and simultaneous examination of both social and engineered work system features. Without this holistic approach there is a risk of developing service components in isolation, leading to poor design choices and increasing the likelihood of encountering unforeseen barriers to operation.

2. Case Study One: The Transition to Product-Service Systems Within Manufacturing Industry

Digitalization, globalization, and the use of value-adding networks are widespread in manufacturing industry. As a result, support for downstream engineering processes such as service and maintenance are becoming extremely important in sustaining manufacturing productivity and customer satisfaction. This has led to a strong trend for manufacturing organizations to evolve toward the delivery of product-service systems [32] where margins between manufacturing and service industries are becoming increasingly
blurred. A recent study, initiated by the UK Government Office for Science, examined trends and factors that are shaping the UK “Factory of the Future”, with the aim of providing a focus for manufacturing research roadmaps [59]. Manufacturing organizations that previously viewed themselves as production-oriented, are now viewing themselves as service providers, with more importance placed upon the nonmaterial aspects of service. It has been reported that a large number of employees working within traditional manufacturing industries are performing increasing amounts of service-related tasks such as the provision of maintenance and support services [50].

Traditionally manufacturing organizations have operated priced-based business models revolving around the transactional sale of products, with no contractual involvement thereafter. Product-service systems (sometimes referred to as “Total-Care Packages”) have been introduced by a number of established international companies including Rolls-Royce, Alstom, Xerox, and Toyota [32]. This case study uses the example of “power-by-the-hour” from Rolls-Royce (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power_by_the_Hour) to describe the adoption of a service model by a traditional manufacturing organization [7]. Delivering this new kind of offering demands new ways of thinking, which focus around the user and customer requirements for product functionalities rather than the physical products themselves. Isaksson et al. [32] argue that core components of functional product development processes include a focus on finding solutions to customer needs; a high degree of customer involvement (which goes further than being customer-centric); being networked; being global; development with customers, partners, and suppliers; and modeling and simulation support for product-service systems, especially in early phases of the development process.

2.1. Rolls-Royce: “Power-by-the-Hour”

Rolls-Royce, a multinational engineering organization, traditionally sold aero engines to airlines, and would then service those engines under a separate contract. This provided two separate sources of income, but it meant that the customer bore the variable cost of servicing the engines. Rolls-Royce now operates a Total-Care Package business model referred to as “power-by-the-hour”. Under this arrangement, Rolls-Royce sell the power of the engine and retain responsibility for maintenance, i.e., they sell the use of the product instead of the product itself. The product, or hardware, is now supported by a service system and its related core functions, such as service, education, and through-life maintenance (see Fig. 1).

**Fig. 1**

Hardware (product such as an aero engine) is integrated with service support system (‘Concept of the Total Care Product: service system supporting the hardware’ [5]) of all five of Berry
From a customer perspective, they will now pay an agreed sum to cover the hours of power that are supplied by Rolls-Royce, and therefore know the cost of that power over the lifetime of their engine(s). The customer is paying for the use of the product with fewer risks, responsibilities, and costs, as well as the reassurance that the engine will always be in working condition. This new business model is designed to better satisfy the needs of the customer, providing them with more controllable and predictable spend.

So what does this shift to a service-oriented system mean for manufacturing organizations? Solutions now need to target customers whose needs and demands are changing. A vital step in the development of product-service systems is concerned with understanding customer needs [6], and translating them into design requirements [3]. Manufacturing organizations now need to focus more on the quality of their products and services to ensure they address the needs and requirements of customers, i.e., moving from a technical-product focus, to a service-customer focus. A key process that is often overlooked is to identify end-user requirements and establish an effective partnership with the customer [19].

The design of such services impacts organizational structures and working relationships with customers, which are likely to extend more deeply into both organizations, going beyond traditional sales and purchasing-related activities [50, 70]. Improved information flows related to customers’ preferences and customer satisfaction are also likely to increase and improve opportunities for relationships with the organization identified. Such interactions with the customer can be viewed as “front office” (i.e., what the customer sees) [47], as opposed to the “back office” activities (which are more concerned with support processes that the customer does not need to see). When changing a business model, “back office” issues also need to be addressed to ensure that customer value is maintained and increased. As well as a difference in the contractual arrangements, a change in mindset is required to enable advancement in line with the new business model. Business models cannot be developed in isolation from the design of the service itself and the needs of key stakeholders such as service users must be considered as part of the same socio-technical process. Business models are becoming more important for organizations, for example, Apple introduced both new and attractive technological products (e.g., the iPod®) and a new business model focusing on a service (i.e., easy digital download via iTunes®), resulting in growth and profit for the company [34]. With a socio-technical systems approach being adopted, the methods and tools used to develop products, as well as the user and organizational aspects can be considered.

From an organizational perspective, manufacturing teams become more closely linked to life cycle cost and service teams, integrating their responsibilities and altering traditional organizational structures. Service/maintenance has an increased impact on, and potentially drives, design and manufacturing changes. This creates more networks and opens up communication channels across the organization. In
the case of manufacturing companies for whom a significant proportion of their order book now involves services, such technologies provide opportunities to create new social networks between design communities in one part of the world with service communities spread around the globe [59].

To price their packages accordingly, manufacturers need more knowledge of the whole life-cycle costs of their engines for timescales that extend beyond the life of the support contract, which can be 10 years or more. In essence, what was once “nice to know” has now become an essential part of their operation under the new business model. This now means a higher degree of responsibility for the product’s full life cycle coupled with pressure to reduce the total life-cycle cost of the product. Among other things, this means that design communities in manufacturing companies need new tools that enable them to predict life-cycle costs, new roles that include consideration of life-cycle costs, and new relationships with service engineers, that allow them to understand, analyze, and reduce life-cycle costs. If life cycle costs are estimated incorrectly, the new business model is at risk of failure and the organization will begin to deliver services at a loss. In other words, the new business model has necessitated changes to service design, both in terms of the product and/or service that is accessed by the customer, and also in the way that service is designed and delivered, for instance, to accommodate requirements for different roles and working practices.

2.2. The Importance of People in the Development of Product-Service Systems

When moving to a service-based business model, manufacturing organizations cannot focus solely on their technological capabilities; cultural changes occur, and the change process needs to be user-centric. For example, as the main focus of the product-service system is now on the customer need and design requirement, it is likely that there are a number of inter-organizational changes e.g., outsourcing and links to other companies in the product chain may create the demand for intermediates, and decision-making structures become decentralized [50]. There is currently a lack of holistic methodologies for the design of product-service systems within manufacturing industries [7, 51]. Designers are used to designing products, but now face the challenge of designing these product-service systems and new associated business models. Adopting a socio-technical systems approach ensures that all aspects of the manufacturing system fit together and are integrated, in order to be effective. Complex problems, such as changing the orientation of a business, can be addressed through the use of a socio-technical approach [17, 22] to help the organization understand these different facets, such as people, users, environments, and services.

The role of people within manufacturing has been reported to be of great importance [59]. The need for talented, creative, innovative, flexible individuals, working in multi-disciplinary teams allows the integration of knowledge and expertise when moving to a service-oriented business. Socio-technical systems thinking helps to identify those “softer” issues that are concerned with the operational and organizational aspects of manufacturing, rather than with hard technologies. Although this is the era of information technology, manufacturing organizations should not let technological advances be dominant in designing a service model. That is not to say that technology will not play an important part in the development and utilization of product-service systems. For example, through their new business model, companies can now remotely monitor the condition of their aero engines, collecting useful data on product performance and use [7]. Such information can allow them to improve the product performance and utilization, maintenance service, and productivity, as well as reducing life-cycle cost and providing a reliable service.

The benefits of systems thinking have been highlighted in the literature [5, 44, 50], yet currently, there are few examples of service models being developed using this approach [7, 50], not least a socio-
Mont [50] argues that system-based solutions should facilitate the move from separate systems of producing and consuming, to a product–service system, where the design of products, services, infrastructure, and networks are integrated to provide a certain quality to customers, as well as minimize the environmental impacts of the system. Environmental sustainability has been seen as a key advantage of adopting a systems approach to product–service systems for manufacturing organizations in addition to the commercial advantage. By improving resource and functional efficiency (e.g., reuse or recycling of materials after a product’s life-cycle), companies can subsequently increase productivity and dematerialization, as well as have a lower environmental impact [7, 45, 49]. The green agenda is seen as greatly important to manufacturing organizations with companies such as Rolls-Royce and Toyota investing considerable effort in this regard within their services. The socio-technical framework described in this chapter can be used to provide a methodological basis for the development, practical implementation, and evaluation of the design of product–service systems within manufacturing organizations.

2.3. Key Summary Points

- The need to maintain global competitiveness is driving manufacturing industry to become increasingly service-oriented with the introduction of innovative product–service systems, as opposed to the traditional product–oriented systems.
- This move toward servitization requires new business models and changed mindsets within manufacturing organizations where customer requirements and satisfaction are of increasing importance.
- New user-centric business models are being introduced where the nature of relationships with customers and suppliers are more partnership-like and less adversarial.

3. Case Study Two: Engineering Supply Networks

Traditional supply networks are collections of organizations, which transform raw materials into physical products that are delivered to end customers. Supplier organizations use their specialist competencies and capabilities to produce parts, which are then used to create more complex parts. Success of a given supplier is measured by inspecting the parts it delivers to the customer, and confirming they are within tolerances specified on an engineering drawing. Much effort has been devoted to ensuring that engineering drawings (and, more recently, digital product definitions) define required parts fully and unambiguously, and national and international standards (such as, BS8888 and ISO10303 [12, 33] are in place to support this. More recently, practitioners and researchers have begun to consider how success of whole networks might be measured: in part because, as Fine [27] argues, the ability of a given organization to deliver products to customers depends on the ability of its supply network to deliver products at the right quality, on time and to cost. The pressure to consider whole supply networks has also grown as demands from end customers have changed. For example, the change in aerospace networks where companies such as Rolls-Royce now offer the “power-by-the-hour” service (see Case Study One) means that manufacturers need to change from supplying products, to delivering products and product-related services, the aforementioned “Product-Service Systems”.

In parallel, as engineering companies focus more on their core capabilities, design outsourcing has become increasingly prevalent [56]. The transition from “make-to-print” to “design-and-make” supplier networks is one example of design outsourcing. A key difference between the “design-and-make” and “make-to-print” model is that the customer provides the supplier with design requirements and the
supplier designs and manufactures parts (or subsystems) that satisfy the requirements. This makes the measurement of quality more challenging, primarily because the well-established quality control systems used in “make-to-print” networks are no longer applicable when the customer does not provide the supplier with an engineering drawing. As a result, Supplier Management Systems are being developed to support the control of quality in supplier networks where design as well as production is outsourced; examples include the Rolls-Royce SABRe system [60], the Airbus supply base optimization system [4] and the Graham Packaging Company’s supplier quality management system [54]. A key goal of these systems relates to achieving continuous improvements in the supply base, which, given the investment involved, encourages the development and maintenance of long-term supplier–customer relationships.

The management of quality using supplier management systems tends to rely on the auditing of suppliers against agreed supplier requirements [40, 48]. SABRe has two core areas of requirements, one related to compliance (with Rolls-Royce and regulatory requirements) and the other related to capability. The Airbus system has similar categories with the same focus on compliance (“focusing on the WHAT”) and capability (“focusing on the HOW”). Supplier management and the inherent move away from partnerships, demand integration of engineering and purchasing functions. Van Poucke and MattysSENS [67] refer to this as “purchasing maturity”. From an engineering perspective, this demands a change in focus from the delivery of products to the delivery of services through the entire supply network.

In achieving compliance, suppliers define processes and procedures as parts of their quality management systems that satisfy the requirements of the customer’s quality management system. Supplier audits are used to confirm that the supplier is operating these processes and procedures and, through this mechanism, are compliant with the customer’s quality management system. Given compliance, a further opportunity for customers to improve the performance of their product development and realization processes and for suppliers to improve their value to the supply network, lies in improving the performance of the supply network as a whole. In highly regulated supply networks, where quality is a given, performance improvements typically include more reliability in on-time delivery and increased levels of responsiveness and innovation through the supply network. Ensuring the continued delivery of these kinds of improvements demands the development of supplier and customer capabilities. In turn, development programs require effective measurement systems if progress is to be monitored effectively. Capability is recognized as being difficult or impossible to measure. For example, in their work on the measurement of business process capability, Vermeulen et al. [68] identify 11 critical factors (including business strategy, organizational structure, and process improvement) that need to be taken into account, none of which are straightforward to quantify and measure. A common response to the problem of measuring supplier capability is to focus on business process optimization. While this may yield desirable results in the short term, the effectiveness of optimization processes depends on, and is limited by, the design and structure of the process being optimized.

One way to overcome the challenges of measuring capabilities and move beyond the optimization of processes is to change the way in which supplier–customer relationships are viewed. In this section, benefits of taking a service perspective are considered. Taking a service perspective changes the focus from optimizing processes to delighting customers [71]. Zeithaml et al. [8, 72] provide an integrated view of quality failures that may occur in service delivery and highlight five dimensions through which customers judge service quality: tangibles, reliability, responsiveness, assurance, and empathy. These can be applied in engineering supply network contexts where service is being delivered from people in one organization to people in another. An example of good practice is the ABB Full Service® offering where the service development process is itself a stage-gated service process, which takes account of all five of Berry et al. [8] service dimensions.

The schematic of a service blueprint given in Fig. 2 (showing a service blueprint as a collection of swim-lanes) is a useful framework for considering what such a shift to a service focus might entail. The
arrows labeled “front stage” and “back stage” are discussed in the first case study. Starting with a
definition of a process, process steps can be categorized into the three process-related swim-lanes
(Principal Stages, Principal Actions, and Support Processes); the categorization of relationships between
process steps is governed by the positioning of the process steps they connect, but could highlight
discussion points, for example, when process flows span lines of interaction and visibility. Measures of
process performance are not typically captured in process definitions although, for process optimization,
they need to be known and quantifiable; these would be positioned in the Service Standards and Scripts.
Depending on how the original process was defined, there may be a need to augment the process
definition in the blueprint, for example, with the addition of principal stages that may be straight forward
to elicit from a structured process definition such as IDEF0, but less so in a flat process definition such as
a flowchart.

Fig. 2
A schematic of a service blueprint

On this foundation, issues in the delivery of Berry et al. [ 8 ] five perspectives can be considered.
“Tangibles” would become explicit in the blueprint, sitting in the physical evidence swim-lane; some
tangibles are likely to be associated with process flows, and a key consideration is likely to surround
whether all (and if not which) Principal Stages would benefit from physical evidence being associated
with them. For example, work with the ABB Full Service® team [ 2 ] has highlighted the importance of
improving the tangibility of the service, especially in the early stages, which could lead to decisions to
introduce new forms of physical evidence. “Reliability” and “Responsiveness” are important
requirements of supplier–customer relationships and would be embedded within the Service Standards
and Scripts swim-lane. “Assurance” is likely to be improved with explicit acknowledgment of lines of
visibility and interaction, which could also contribute to the delivery of “Empathy,” for example, by
ensuring the staff know where they are in the service, and selecting/training appropriate staff for
customer-facing activities.

It can be seen that moving from process thinking to service thinking inevitably demands more
engagement with the socio-sphere. The definition of the Service Standards and Scripts swim-lanes could
connect directly with the socio-technical framework (see Sect. 5 ) where the hexagon would be applied to
supply network relationships. In this way, Service Standards and Scripts could be derived from socio-
3.1. Key Summary Points

- Traditional make-to-print manufacturing supply networks are built around formally defined engineering drawings and, more recently, digital product definitions.

- Emerging design-and-make supply networks cannot be based on engineering drawings because the supply process begins with customer requirements, which cannot be specified in this way.

- Supplier Management Systems are used to support the control of quality in design-and-make supply networks where design, as well as production, is outsourced.

- These systems assess both compliance (with customer and regulatory requirements) and capability (to perform as required) ultimately to deliver customer satisfaction.

- Delivering customer satisfaction demands more than the optimization of processes; taking a service perspective allows suppliers to gain insights into barriers, enablers, and improvement opportunities.

4. Case Study Three: Telehealth Business Models

The world is facing a new challenge in providing healthcare resulting from improvements in standards of living coupled with medical advancements, meaning more people are living for longer [28, 61]. In the UK, there are currently 10 million people aged over 65, with this number predicted to increase by a further 5.5 million in the next 20 years; by 2050 predictions see the number of people aged over 65 rise to over 19 million [21]. These changing population demographics mean there is an increasing demand for healthcare services as an aging population develop and live longer with chronic long-term health conditions, such as diabetes, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and chronic heart failure [58]. It is predicted that current healthcare services in the UK will reach a crisis point, where traditional models of care (such as in-person appointments and attendance at emergency departments) will no longer be able to cope with the increasing strains being placed upon them [36]. In order to maintain services into the future, healthcare providers and commissioners are beginning to consider new ways of delivering healthcare services that harness technological advancements to improve efficiency and quality by treating people in their own homes; for example, the use of teleconferencing for patient consultations, smart phone apps to deliver healthcare information, and in-home equipment for the monitoring of patient vital signs. There are many examples of how the use of telehealth equipment can not only improve the health of the patient and the quality of the care they receive, but also improve the efficiency and the capacity of existing services [62]. For example, for the UK prison service, some local hospitals have developed the capability to offer hospital outpatient appointments to prisoners remotely through the use of video conferencing, meaning prisoners can access care without the costly need to leave the prison environment NHS [53]. Furthermore in the United States, telehealth is used widely to support veterans with a range of long-term health conditions in their own homes, reducing the need for health practitioners and patients alike to travel to more traditional appointments [24]. While new technologies open up the possibilities for new healthcare products and services there has been limited uptake within the medical profession, particularly within the UK [29]. This means that the potential benefits of telehealth, such as its ability to reduce hospital admissions [62] and improve quality of life for patients [69] are not being realized at a large enough scale to generate the benefits that promise to bridge the gap between available health resources and user demand.
While individual customers can purchase telehealth for personal use, large scale deployment lies in the context of healthcare providers, such as hospitals and clinics, where national and global health policy seeks to influence the adoption of telehealth into public services [20]. The authors’ recent investigations into UK telehealth services reveal that, in the past, these organizations have commissioned telehealth using a transactional business model where monies are exchanged for physical telehealth products. These products often come with add-on services that are essential in realizing the value of the telehealth equipment, e.g., connection to telehealth operating software that allows access to, and use of, patient data. In these circumstances the customer (i.e., the healthcare provider) owns the equipment and therefore the risk of costly repairs and the eventual obsolescence of the technology. The use of such business models, therefore, contributes to the limited uptake of telehealth among the medical profession, as they are unable to respond to changing customer needs and fail to guarantee the customer access to working equipment at a predictable cost [11]. A second barrier to the uptake of telehealth is the integration of the equipment into the clinical care pathway for patients. Often the customer, a large complex organization offering multiple healthcare services within an existing infrastructure of care pathways, is required to operationalize the delivery of telehealth services. They often lack the training, expertise, and resource needed to carry out the necessary day-to-day operations [11]; as such many customers choose to outsource aspects of work, such as equipment installation and monitoring, to businesses that offer ready-made services in the form of installation teams or dedicated telehealth monitoring call centers. The authors’ recent research into the telehealth sector reveals that this piecemeal approach to the operationalization of telehealth services is suboptimal, with healthcare providers designing services based on the availability of existing “off the rack” products and services rather than being central to the formation of service offerings. As such, many telehealth services fail to realize the value that would warrant further investment from healthcare providers and commissioners, which would see telehealth services grow from pilots and small scale deployments to large scale mainstreaming in the public sector. It can be argued that large scale deployment of telehealth is dependent upon the creation of new and attractive telehealth service offerings and associated business models that better add value for suppliers and customers.

The trend toward services sees new partnerships between supplier and customer organizations called for, whose combined capabilities have the potential to deliver services with a value greater than its component parts [57]. For this reason, the move to service demands stronger relationships than those needed for the successful deployment of telehealth equipment. The formation and development of effective partnerships is regarded as a significant enabler in the design of new telehealth service offering [57]. The successful creation of partnerships presents challenges for suppliers and customers alike, particularly in England, where the National Health Service (NHS) is widely criticized for its disconnected approach to users during the design of services. For example, lessons can be learned from the failure of past technology projects within the UK’s publicly funded NHS. A notable recent example is the 10 years National Programme for IT (NPfIT) change project. NPfIT had the vision of delivering better care to patients by equipping staff with a suite of new information technologies, ensuring that they would have ready access to the latest patient information. The project was later abandoned when it was announced that it would fail to deliver the modern IT services the NHS needed [46]. The failure of NPfIT has been attributed to a techno-centric approach that imposed top-down change into an existing work system without adequate end-user engagement [23]. The result was a suite of software services that did not take into account the local needs of different users [46]. In reality, technology is just one part of a complex socio-technical work system that contains both technology and people. For this reason, in order to achieve optimal design, both aspects need to be jointly understood and designed together [17, 22]. Failure to consider wider work systems is attributed to the limited uptake and failure of many technology projects [19]. The introduction of new technology often leads to unforeseen changes in work processes and the characteristics of users themselves can influence the adoption of technology [1, 25]. For example, Touré et al. [64] found that the age of clinicians was a substantial factor in uptake of telehealth, with younger
workers displaying more confidence and willingness to engage. The development and implementation of new technology projects in the sphere of healthcare therefore requires a holistic approach that can give equal weighting to both social and technical aspects of the system, which together make up the complex work environment in which telehealth is delivered.

The move to service, and resulting integration of value chains between business partners, requires new tools that enable the co-design of value across these extended enterprises. One such tool is the System Scenarios Tool (SST), which can provide multiple stakeholders across organizational boundaries with a framework to holistically consider the implications of different design choices [31]. The SST is a flexible method of scenario planning underpinned by socio-technical principles, in which the impact of different design choices can be considered across the entirety of the work system. The changes modeled can be at any level or organizational remit however large or small the change. Applying this approach can mean barriers to the adoption of the modeled change can be more readily identified and resolved. The SST is therefore a tool, which can assist in the design of new service offering and business models in the telehealth sector, through the co-design of value across the various interacting business partners and stakeholder groups.

5. Key Summary Points

- Telehealth equipment and services offer opportunities for bridging the future gap between available health resources and demand created by an increase in life expectancy.

- Current use of telehealth is limited by inadequate business models and service designs that fail to generate successful partnerships and value for customers and suppliers.

- Traditionally, healthcare providers have taken a techno-centric approach to the implementation of new technologies, which often results in unforeseen barriers to success.

- Design and implementation of new services can benefit from a socio-technical approach, which gives equal consideration to both social and technical aspects of a complex system.

- Co-creation of value requires new tools such as the System Scenarios Tool (SST), which provides stakeholders with a holistic framework to help model the implications of service offering and business model choices.

6. Discussion: A Socio-Technical Approach to the Development of Services and Associated Business Models

The three case studies detailed in this chapter together highlight different aspects of changing product and service offerings with connected business models across various contexts. The increasing importance of service thinking and connection to physical technology-based products in the manufacturing sector was highlighted in the first case study and extended to supply networks in the second. In both cases, the importance of service thinking and the possible role of service blueprinting as a means of defining services was highlighted. In the third case study, current trends in the emerging telehealth sector and the role of systems scenario planning in the development of telehealth services and business models were reported. Together, the case studies highlight a shift in focus, from traditional product delivery to service delivery, which requires the concurrent design of service and business models. Effective service design and business model development requires a socio-technical approach, to ensure designers give equal consideration to both social and technical aspects of the complex systems into which they are to be
deployed.

The merits of socio-technical approaches to the design of work systems are well documented [15–17, 65]. The approach operates on the principle that any work system designed to deliver a product or service is comprised of both a social system (i.e., people, culture, goals, and working practices) and an engineered system (i.e., technology and equipment, which supports working practices). These two systems are interdependent and interacting, and in order to achieve successful design outcomes (i.e., delivery of the product or service in the desired way) all aspects of the system need to be understood, designed, and improved jointly. Figure 3 provides a visual representation of the components within a social-technical system. This framework has been applied successfully in a number of contexts, to bring a clear and holistic understanding to complex system design [14, 18, 22].

**Fig. 3**

A visual representation of the socio-technical framework (adapted from [22])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goals/Vision</th>
<th>People</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Processes</td>
<td>Infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>Technology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to apply this framework, Clegg [17] offers a set of socio-technical principles to guide such systems design. These principles extend Cherns’ original socio-technical principles to provide a more integrated approach to design and to address changes in industrial and commercial environments, with the domination of new information and communication technologies providing alternative working arrangements and practices. Clegg splits these principles into three interrelated types: principles concerned with the overall orientation of design (in the form of meta-principles), content (content-principles), and process (process-principles). They are not intended to be applied mechanistically; rather, they provide inputs to individuals engaged collaboratively in design. In particular, these principles have helped guide designers on the potential roles of system users and on the integration of new technology existing (and planned) social systems [39].

While a socio-technical approach can help designers take a holistic view to the design of systems, through the consideration of the wider work system in which services operate, socio-technical approaches are not enough to define and operationalize services. Many authors propose processes for engineering design [13, 55, 66]; a common feature of all of these processes lies in an early focus on the problem to be addressed and the formulation of design requirements [3]. More recently, product-service system researchers have begun to propose similar processes for product-service system design. For example, Hinz et al. [31] provide a generic framework for product-service system development and evaluate current approaches with respect to it. Little attention is paid in these models to means of formulating product-service system requirements. Early research by the authors indicates that, in addition to supporting the design of new solutions, socio-technical systems approaches are useful tools for the
evaluation of problem situations and the formulation of design requirements.

6.1. Key Summary Points

- In increasingly complex environments where customers and suppliers co-create value, organizations require approaches to help them understand and design services in parallel with the associated business models through, which stakeholder value will be delivered.

- For successful delivery, service development should also take into account how proposed new services might be integrated into existing and new work systems and systems of use.

- The socio-technical approach states that any work system has both social and technical components that need to be understood, designed, and improved jointly, as a single integrated system.

- The socio-technical approach offers a framework for understanding wider work systems that can be used to improve the development of new service and business models, taking into account both technological and social dimensions.

7. Conclusions

This chapter has explored issues around the transition from physical products to service delivery and the impact this is having on the development of the business models needed to ensure that all stakeholders can realize value from new service innovations. A number of open research issues emerge.

First, services typically form parts of multiple work systems that feature both aspects of people and technology across multiple organizations. Added complication lies in the organizational structures of the stakeholders within each individual organization. A socio-technical approach provides opportunities to take a viewpoint, which gives equal weighting to the social and technical aspects of the design problem, using a framework that gives consideration to the impact of organizational features, such as the structure of system stakeholders, during the design process.

Another research issue that emerges relates to the nature of inter-plays between organizational structures and the business models being used to deliver value; as organizations move toward the delivery of services, extended enterprises are created, where services are essentially delivered by multiple organizations working dependently together. This presents challenges for the creation of new, attractive, and profitable business models, as measuring and attributing value to any one provider becomes more difficult.

A further set of questions relate to the exploration of stakeholder relationships and their dynamics, which must now move from being purely transactional to being an active partnership. Socio-technical approaches, as well as service viewpoints, have long called for the marrying together of perspectives in order to better design services that add value for both customers and suppliers. However, more work is needed to provide developed examples of these partnership working in practice in different contexts.

New developments in technology and information sharing are opening up possibilities for new markets, services, and business models. Organizations and supply chains now stretch across the world. Emerging technologies are affecting both the services and products people buy and the ways in which people and organizations deliver and generate value from them. Designing services and business models to operate in these interconnected and global systems requires new perspectives, ones that enable organizations to
consider holistically the networks of people, technologies, and contexts which impact on service delivery. One such perspective is offered by socio-technical thinking. This chapter has introduced a socio-technical framework that has been applied to case studies in three different design contexts: manufacturing organizations, manufacturing supply chains, and the healthcare sector.

However, the transition to service design also demands new roles and working practices internally, and new customer relationships externally. Most fundamentally, a cultural shift is now necessary to ensure that business model development embraces a socio-technical mindset, and is not just driven by technical capability.
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